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ABSTRACT: The paper analyzes the evolution of the constructive techniques used in the period between the
First and the Second World War in which traditional and innovative elements coexisted. Symbolic example of
such structures has been found in the rural suburb buildings constructed in Sicily in the first ‘40es. We refer to
those buildings remembering the forms of the local rural architecture realized with vertical structures,
predominantly undressed stone load-bearing masonry, and with inclined and horizontal reinforced concrete
structures. This is the period when the first experimentation of reinforced concrete in the current housebuilding
happened. The most important innovations regard the hollow tile floors, some of these patented typologies
have been used in that period by building contractors in Italy.
The buildings analyzed were put together by some of the greatest building contractors in the nation, among
which we remember the Ferrobeton, created as the Italian branch of the Wayss & Freytag German company.

THE CONTEMPORARY PRESENCE OF TRADITIONAL AND INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES
Introduction
During the fascism period (1922-43), sixty rural suburbs were realized in western Sicily intended to colonize the
Sicilian latifundium. It was an important occasion for a lot of professionals both to practise their own design
researches, and to try the new constructive techniques.
With the new century, the reinforced concrete pioneer period ended in Italy and in Europe. In the early
twentieth century, the material was in fact officially recognized and gradually used in remarkable public
house building. Once patented the reinforced concrete invention, experimentation and patents was
massively applied on floors, for the realization of which the reinforced concrete was replacing traditional
constructive techniques, still based on wood.
The new inventions allowed the construction of the first pre-cast beams, but above all of the first hollow bricks
floor for mixed floors.
In the period between the two World Wars, while the use of framework structures was most common in in
Europe, in Italy reinforced concrete was rarely used as a construction system, but only for some building
elements. Floors were the first building elements where this new material was used while the building loadbearing structure continued to be built in masonry.
The contemporary presence of tradition and innovative constructive techniques was found in the rural suburb
buildings. These buildings are mixed structures, with load-bearing structure in masonry, shapeless or with ashlar
blocks, typical of local constructive tradition: floors, lintels, staircases and reinforced concrete projections.
In these buildings there is a strong bond with traditional materials and techniques. Floors and roofs, in fact,
represent the traditional constructive schemes with the use of the new materials.
In the same building there are reinforced concrete plain floors and tilted roofs with wooden structure or mixed
structures with reinforced concrete trusses and beams and wooden boarding. Moreover wooden lintels and
reinforced concrete arcs are present as well.
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HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF FLOORS
Between the two World Wars, in Italy, unlike the rest of Europe, the only building technical element following in
time the technological progress was the floor.
Also in the previous centuries, floors had gone through significant transformations. The heavy vaults, that
required great thickness to the bearing walls, were replaced in time by light floors, first wooden and then
hourdis ceiling.
With the application of reinforced concrete in the constructions, totally reinforced concrete floors, concrete
floor slabs or ribbed floors were also tested.
But both concrete floor slabs and ribbed floors showed different drawbacks as excessive heaviness, bad
acoustic and thermal characteristics besides needing a difficulty realization and extremely expensive
carpentry.
Starting from the Hennebique model, two were the experimental lines to simplify and make more economic
the realization of floors: from one side, the solution foreseeing a warp of beams realized in factory and to
place side by side in site, first experience of building prefabrication, and from the other, the mixed concrete
floor slabs realized in site. The first typology, floors with prefabricated beams, promoted and developed
especially in Europe, didn't find in Italy wide use. While the second, concrete floor slabs, had greater diffusion
in Italy; our country was a great producer of tiles.
The new concrete floor slabs seemed to resolve the various drawbacks introduced by reinforced concrete
floors, concrete floor slabs or ribbed floors. Using bricks, in fact, they were, light and guarantee a medium
thermal and acoustic insulation. But, at the same time, the floor resulted monolithic since built in site. The
carpentry applied, made only of a plain wooden structure, resulted simple and entirely recoverable. Finally,
the inner face of such floor resulted plain and could directly be plastered.
Concrete floor slabs, already spread before the war, in the period among the two World Wars, were also
widely applied in the current house building.
A significant impulse to the development of such constructive technique was also given by the importance
that bricks assumed in such period. Between 1935 and 1943 in a full autarchy period, the independence from
importation materials as iron, for reinforced concrete of the floors, the wood, used for formworks and the
cement, brought to experiment new floors with lowered quantity of reinforced bars. With the advent of the
Second World War, the situation worsened, as the available iron was destined to war industry.

Figure 1: Various forms of hollow tile blocks testifying the elevated level of complication reached by the tile
design to optimize the static and constructive match with reinforced concrete; (Griffini, 1934, pp. 15, 22)
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The only elements among the components of concrete floor slabs produced in Italy remained, therefore, the
bricks.
Just in that years for concrete floor slabs, a great variety of solutions was experimented, depending above all
on the varied forms the bricks could assume. The Italian inventors, run out the variations on the outlines of steel
bars, discovered the new endless possible solution outlines of the bricks, used also as expendable formwork for
floors.
In Italy, during the autarchy period, there were more than three thousand manufacturing firms of bricks.
Among the production centres in Sicily, the Società Anonima Laterizi Siciliani, factory in Villafranca Tirrenia, the
Soraci & Catania factory in Barcellona, in the province of Catania, the Aiello factory in Patti, the factory of
Giuseppe Puleo in Acqua dei Corsari, Palermo, the Fratelli Cernigliaro factory in Annunziata suburb of Trapani.
Every furnace desired to have its own type of floor inventing forms of bricks more to distinguish in the design of
the single piece, whether to bring some real innovations to the technical element. Thanks to the rapid
progresses in the production of bricks, different forms could be obtained at lowered costs. There were realized,
therefore, tile blocks of varied forms and thickness, with slightly different profiles, intended only to make new
patents and to sell a practically equal product, but at greater price. Among many patents, set in the first
decades of XX century, we mention the Frazzi, the Cannovale, the Salerni Mozzo, the Palagi Cioni, the Chini
floor, being more or less successful, but all surely contributing to the capillary diffusion, especially in the first
post-war period, of hollow block floors.
The experimentations on floors in this period were focused on the optimization of the use of reinforced bars
and the reduction of costs and time of execution. Floors without floor slab were experimented then, with low
reinforce, counting on the tensile strength of the bricks with prefabricated elements and self load-bearing. This
type of floor was also approved by the 1932 norms that, unlike the 1927 previous ones, imposing in the
concrete floor slabs the use of an at least 5 cm thickness concrete slab and foreseeing also the possibility to
realize floors without floor slab or better with tile one.
The first experiments of the Erredibi to confer to the bricks a more important static function were performed in
1925. In 1926, under the direction of Prof. Revere, systematic series of tests were realized and the results made
possible to begin the manufacture and the first applications of floors with tile floor slab. More extended
researches were subsequently conducted by Prof. Santarella in the School of Engineering in Milan; in 1934 his
publication illustrated the most satisfactory result of it.
Being the static function of the bricks well-established, therefore, patents for concrete floor slabs, without
concrete slab, began to spread. Already in 1935, many patents had been produced both the type to be
realized in site with provisional scaffolding (Excelsior and Stimip), and the type with precasted beams, among
which we remember the S.A.P. floor (high load-bearing floor), patented by Rizzi, Donelli, Breviglieri & C.
The hollow blocks floors
The study on the evolution of hollow block floors started both through the preliminary consultation of
handbook, books and magazines of the ‘20es and ’30es, that allowed the direct analysis of selected cases as
symbolic examples of the technological progress of the element 'floor.'
The manuals of the time show, in fact, the patrimony of knowledge related to the constructive routine of floors.
But through the graphic and photographic analysis of the floors found in the rural suburbs of western Sicily, it
has been possible to find some variations to the floors described in the manuals and to define a casuistry of
concrete floor slabs mostly used in Sicily in the examined period.
The principal manuals or texts representing, in the Italian context, the synthesis of the 20th century technical
culture and returning the building practice scenery of concrete floor slabs, are the three volumes of Enrico
Griffini, Costruzione razionale della casa, the Dizionario nuovi materiali per l’edilizia and Elementi costruttivi
nell’edilizia: materiali e organismi respectively of 1932, 1934 and 1949 and the various editions (1946 and 1956)
of the Manuale dell’architetto edited by the National Council of the Researches published by the information
office of the United States, besides some magazines: Il cemento, L’industria italiana del cemento and Edilizia
moderna. An important source of consultation has also been La Guida autarchica del costruttore edile where
the products and materials of the Autarchy Materials for Housebuilding National Exhibition, held in Rome from
18 to 31 January of 1940, in the places of the Exhibitions of the Circus Massimo, are picked.
The manuals, besides reporting the well-established practices of traditional wooden, iron and bricks floors,
report also on the 'further' technical and scientific acquisitions of ‘reinforced and cooked concrete’ floors.
The first characterization is based on the distance to cover. For small ones, up to 1.5 or 2 meters, floors were
realized with simple floor slabs reinforced by iron rods, while for increased distances, floors were realized with
parallel or cross ribs and superior floor slabs. Besides Griffini, in the 1940 manual, points out as preferable for civil
constructions, above all to save often complicated and expensive provisional formworks for the ribs, the mixed
floors made with reinforced concrete and tile perforated elements. In the same manual, Griffini clearly
exposes the method of realization of these floors. Particularly he claims that:
For the execution, these bricks are prepared in rows above strong scaffolding of wooden tables, well
sustained by benches, props and saecte. In the voids left among the various rows, iron rods of the ribs are
disposed both above and in transversal sense. Then the casting of concrete follows, filling in the voids and
spreading on the bricks, creating the ribs and the slab (Griffini E. A., 1949, p. 132).
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From this description, the importance of the bricks is clear above all in the floor for the simplification made,
with its use, to the formworks. The bricks also play a static role in the complex of the structure. They, in fact,
increase the resistance of the floor and decrease the deflection.
The bricks were the elements that through varied forms resulted in the different types of concrete floor slabs.
We remember some existing floors built in the '40es with reinforced concrete and bricks and described in the
handbook of the time, taking the name of the manufacturing firm of bricks.
Beginning from the simplest with common perforated bricks, needing however a 'filler tile' below every rib, up
to the floors with special blocks of tile lower provided of side fins in substitution of the above-mentioned filler
tile (Frazzi factory in Cremona).
We exclude from the treatment the duplex cross ribs floors, conceived by Arturo Danusso in 1911, but spread
only around the middle of the ‘20es (for instance used in the House of the Fascist in Como, 1933) since not
present in the analyzed cases and we will focus our attention on the floors with parallel ribs in one direction.

Figure 2: Two types of floors realized in site; (Griffini, 1949, p. 131)
Between the typology of one-way hollow block floors is necessary to make a further distinction among those
with superior reinforced concrete resistant to compression slab and those with tile slab, authorized even by the
1932 norms.
Among those with reinforced concrete slab, we remember hollow blocks floors also called Sistema Villa and
those with Miozzo Salerni bricks and internal ribs (Ingg. Magnani, Rondoni & Castori factory, Milan). Among the
floors with slab realized with special tile elements, we enumerate the named Stimip floor (with Low Weight
cross beams), the Excelsior one (coming from the Fornaci Ricci & C. factory Piacenza) and the Berra one (the
Soc. An. Italiana Berra, Milano-Roma) also called 'undulated' because constituted by triangular hollow blocks
in which concrete filled the space among them creating a wave.
The described floors till now needed a wooden carpentry for placing, whose cost remarkably influenced on
the general cost of the floor.
To reduce subsequently the cost of the floor, hollow tile with elements constructed in site became therefore to
be designed. This new system allowed to build some rectilinear reinforced tile beams manufactured in site and
placed, without the support of carpentry, leaning the extremities on the walls and on the lintels. The iron
beams, set side by side, became an unique structure through the cast of a cementitious mortar in the special
channels created among the close beams.

Figure 3: Some types of 'beams' floors realized in factory; (Griffini, 1949, p. 131)
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This type of floor named, therefore, 'beams one', was lacking of reinforced concrete slab or presented a
reinforced tile slab.
Among this type of floors, we remember the Practical and the SAP beams floor. Particularly the Practical one
was made of special hollow blocks formed by two combined elements superiorly linked by a tile diaphragm,
"easily removed with a hit of trowel" during the placing. The blocks were, therefore, lined up with continuity in
the direction of the holes and in the grooves, formed following the cut, the reinforced bars were placed as to
complete the floor with a fluid mortar of cement casting, creating a kind of joists. Besides, the blocks
presented in the superior part, for a 3-5 cm thickness, a zone with a smaller perforation ratio, conferring the
blocks a greater resistance and constituting the described above hollow tile slab.
According to what reported in the Manuale dell’architetto for SAP beams floor, the tile element is:
Straight heads parallelepiped shaped with ears, 26 cm wide, 20 cm long and produced in three heights,
respectively of 8, 12 and 16 cm and presented, in the inferior and lateral faces, dovetail grooves within
which the iron rods were placed. The terminal element of the beam, constituted by the lining up of various
blocks and irons completed by concrete casting, presents an oblique cut to allow the best penetration of
concrete in the heading of beams, ensuring a greater adherence and making more resistant the support
base (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, 1946, p. 8g, E).
Other floors as the one named Varese, were made of reinforced concrete joists with various shapes realized in
site and then placed after adequate seasoning and completed by hollow blocks and concrete topping.

Figure 4: SAP floor and various forms and dimensions of elements; (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, 1946, p.
8g, E)

Figure 5: Two types of air space floors. Est gigante floor with mixed slab (left). SAPAL floor with concrete floor
slab (right); (Arosio, 1964, p. 207, p. 211)
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A further typology of floor is made of reinforced precasted beams, air space and slab as concrete topping or
tile or mixed one (made of notches shaped blocks as to be filled up by concrete, making a monolithic
thickness). This type of floor, obtained by joists (tile or reinforced concrete ones) and the combination of
different tile elements contemporarily results in an air space, a plain ceiling and slab. Among these, we
remember the Est gigante floor by Frazzi factory and the Sapal one by R.D.B.
This historical excursus through the principal evolutionary steps of the mixed floors has allowed to interpret
better and to put the floors found in the rural suburbs buildings in the just described categories of hollow tile
floors.
The floors found in the suburbs of western Sicily, constructed in the first '40es, during the world conflict, in which
the iron was primarily used for war industry, are a part of low reinforced floors.
In the following paragraph, some of the hollow tile floors used in the rural suburbs constructions of western Sicily
will be illustrated in details.
THE FLOORS IN THE WESTERN SICILY SUBURBS
Through the consultation of the rich and precious documentation (graphics, photos and documents), largely
original and unpublished, on the rural suburbs, preserved in the E.S.A. Historical Archive in the town of Prizzi
(Palermo), it has been possible to reconstruct part of the Sicilian rural architecture history of the autarchy
period.
The acquired information through the archive researches, regarding the planners, but above all the suburbs
building contractors, have contributed to a more complete knowledge of the constructive techniques used
for floors.
The historical documentation has been integrated, besides, with a photographic one on the actual conditions
of floors.
Particularly in the analyzed cases, three different types of floor have been found: two precast tile 'beams' ones
and one built in site.
Some buildings floors of Fazio and Petilia suburb, respectively in the province of Trapani and Caltanissetta, are
'beams' ones and hollow blocks, variedly shaped, were used both as lightening, and as joists through the iron
bars insertion and also as expendable formworks.
This type of floor presents a quite innovative solution both for the production of precast tile joists and for the
adopted solution to air space, improving thermal-acoustic isolation performances and put the floor on the
road of the performance increase aimed to meet the new appeals of environmental comfort in the
residences, just affirming during that time.
While the floors found in Cascino, Schirò and Borzellino suburb are made of hollow blocks with concrete
topping.
The type of hollow tile floor found in the buildings of Fazio suburb presents all the characteristics described
above for these types of autarchy period floors. They particularly show lowered reinforced bars, according to
Fascist Regime directives to restrict not Italian products, an air space, as required thermal-acoustic
characteristics for residences, and it resulted economic, saving for placing the use of wooden scaffoldings.
To simplify and make more economic the construction, besides saving formworks, these floors were built with a
warp of tile joists made in factory and assembled in site. Particularly we mean special double Y shaped blocks,
used as expendable formworks for joists. These special pieces were disposed side by side, assembled to joint
and completed with the insertion of reinforced bars, displaced in the proper grooves and recovered by
concrete as to realize the joist. These pioneer precasted beams were then placed 30 cm distant and
completed with two layers of channelled flat tiles, through special geometries, one to form the outer face of
the floor and the other for the inner one.

Figure 6: Floor with tile reinforced beams realized in factory, found in Fazio suburb
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Figures 7: Concrete floor slab realized in site found in Cascino, Schirò and Borzellino suburbs (left) floor with joists
realized in factory found in Petilia suburb (right)
The underlying layer of tiles, about 3-4 cm of thickness, correspondent to the ceiling channelled flat tiles,
presents five rectangular holes and worked to make plain and ready for plastering the inner face. While the
superior layer of tiles, 7-8 cm of thickness, strengthened through triangular holes, worked as composite slab.
These two layers, set about 10-15 cm distant, created an air space as to guarantee good thermal-acoustic
performances.
This floor, made of tile beams, constructed in site, and lightening tiles, placed after, was completed by the
casting of concrete filling up the predisposed spaces between the joists and, at the same time, made
monolithic the various parts of the floor and also with the edge curb through ‘iron stumps’ put inside the joist
for about 50 cm long. To complete the floor, a screed was designed just to guide the flooring.
This type of floor had the advantage to be light, but presented the drawback, testified by found collapses at
the actual state, of lowered reinforced bars and the absence reinforced concrete slab.
Another detail in these floors is an insufficiency of section in the support base, where instead of concrete,
forming an edge curb of the same thickness of the floor, some pieces of calcareous stone blocks were set
reducing or eliminating at all the aforesaid curb. The reduction of curbs jeopardized the graft of floors into the
loadbearing walls.
At Petilia suburb two types of floors, the one for tilted coverage’s and the other intermediary not load-bearing,
were found.
The floor used in coverage is similar to the one found at Fazio suburb. The differences are in the shape of tile
joists, trapezium one in this case, and the absence of the lower layer of tiles, forming in the case of Fazio
suburb, the inner face.
In this case, instead, a non load-bearing floor is present, used to create an air space below the discontinuous
coverage. This floor is a part of the typology of reinforced tile beams floors, made in factory and placed in site.
Particularly it deals with a system of 4-5 cm of thickness and about 25 cm wide channelled flat tiles put side by
side with some grooves in the lower part in which the reinforced bars were set and made monolithic by
concrete casting.
These beams, equally long to the distance to be covered, were set about 50 cm distant, equal to the width of
the channelled flat tiles, interposed to the joists, with the holes in perpendicular direction to those of the
channelled flat tiles of the joists, completed the floor.
Regarding, instead, Schirò, Borzellino and Cascino suburbs, we found made in site floors, similar to the Villa
system, constituted by three holes rectangular hollow floor blocks, shaped as to form two ears where setting
iron bars.
The hollow floor blocks set in rows on wooden scaffolding were to create the formworks for the casting of
concrete that together with iron bars, preventively prepared, formed the joists. Besides, the same concrete
casting resulted in a reinforced concrete slab of about 5 cm of thickness on which the composite slab was
cast for flooring.
In the variety of floors layers, it is important to distinguish the case of intermediary floors from the case of the
coverage ones, foreseeing a damp-proofer. In the coverage floors of Schirò suburb, particularly on the
reinforced concrete slab, two layers of 1.5-2 cm of thickness strained asphalt were found, although it had
already been shown, at least according to what reported in the time manuals, that "the two layers didn't offer
better or more advantageous results".
According to what described by Griffini manual, "the mixture of asphalt, bitumen and sand, opportunely
dosed and hot worked in particular pots, was strained, always warmly, on the plan and worked with
Frenchman to desired thickness."
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CONCLUSIONS
We can conclude that the various types of floors found in the Sicilian suburbs correspond to the
experimentations attempted in Italy in the first years of the last century. But although they fully responded,
during the construction, to all the demands of the moment: quickness in the execution, lightness, reduced
costs of realization and above all lowered use of materials, iron and concrete, they introduced some structural
lacks that have brought even to their deterioration and in some cases to the collapse.
Being such technical elements, applied in buildings subject to guardianship, it is concrete for them the
problem of recovery. But how is possible to restore something which has not withstood just for the pioneer
constructive technique itself? Besides, the substitution of such floors with more adequate others would
produce the cancellation of a part of constructive techniques history.
It concerns questions the planners and the authorities preceded to the guardianship will answer. The only
contribution that a researcher can give, and it’s what we tried to give with this paper, is the enrichment of
knowledge of a particular constructive technique.
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